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In these Days of Rising Costs Eye
Accidents Hurt ... in

"o"r Pocket'Jool,~* too.

Write for this Booklet w/dch tells

*Industrial Eye Accident CosIs up 78Ih% since 1939.
(A recent study of 31 eye injuries in one plant showed
C08ls per accident ranging from $2.90 to $215.15, averi1~e $16.29.)

ho,,, they can be prevented for
1/2 a cellt per daf/l

.

Write Dept. T for your copy of "Eye Accident CosI8."

American" Optical
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Southbridge, Massachusetts.
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LumlnUs has lIuilt:FROM THE
NETHERLANDS INDIES-

More than 150 Motor Gasoline and 100 Octane
Aviation Gasoline Plants.

ALLTHROUGHEUROPEIN THE NEAR EAST,
SOUIH AM.ICA,
CHINAALL OYIR THE WORLD-

••
•

Upwards of 85 Process Units for Solvent Refining and Dewaxing of Lube Oils.

More than 300 Chemical Units, including cornplete plants for Ethylene, Butadiene, Styrene,
Phenol.

To petroleum refiners and chemical companies Lummus
offers an integrated service ... engineering surveys of
existing facilities ... economic studies ... pilot plant development ... engineering ... construction and initial operation of petroleum refinery and chemical plants.
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i[J:,ERE you see skilled Norton workers loading cars of grinding wheels
1;.,If£Qr atfive-daytrip through one of the Norton tunnel kilns. For about
30hours the wheels will be in the "hot zone"-a third of this time at white
Heat (2200°F;). This maldilg of vitrified bonded grinding wheels is a
'l'rocesswhich requires extreme skill. The day bonds are carefully blended
to
ulas ,developed by the Norton laboratories. The wheels are so
locate on the cars that each receivesJUStthe right amount of heat. Temperatures are scientifically controlled every foot of the way through the
long Kilns. Yes, Norton grinding wheels are "burned" with the most
modern equipment and with a "know-how" that is backed by over sixty .
years' experieficein producing, vitrified products:

NORTON

COMPANY,

WORCESTER

(Bohr-Monning, Troy, ..... Y., i$

Q

Norton Division)

6,

MASS.
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CONSIDER THESE PROPERTIES OF

SANDEE
CELLULOSE ACETATE BUTYRATE
I. Specific Gravity

ganafJfJ CELLULOSE ACETATE BUTYRATE

gxt'Ca~lon~

7

HIS general purpose material, under the trade name TENITE II,
has attained an excellent reputation for appearance and serviceability in widely diversified fields. This is not only true in injection molded and fabricated items but is equally true in Extruded
Rods, Tubes, and simple and complicated shapes. Colorful, tough,
easily machined and easily formed to fit specific contours, it is serving
to complete satisfaction in fields ranging from rods and tubes for toys
to furniture and refrigerator trim.
Study the properties of this excellent general purpose material, then
check with Sendee for confirmation of suitability to your requirements.
Sendee's practical know-how in extrusion often helps in altering designs for improvements in functional utility, appearance, and cost.

SAL

E S

REPRESENTATIVES

IN

19

-1.22

2. Tensile Strenglh
-3000 to 5000 o.s.).
3. Impad Re5islance
-Excellent at normal temperatures
4. Heat dislartian-170o to 185°f.
5. Rigidily

-Good

10 very good

6. Dimen5ional Slability
-Good to very good
7. Water Absorplion
8. Burning Role

-1 to 2%
-Slow

9. Odor

-Nil to faint

10. Color

-Unlimited

II. fini5h

-Excellent

12. Machinability

-Excellent

PRINCIPAL

CITIES
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•

rnencan
•

Factory in Springfield,

Massachusetts

I

•

Service

csc
the Whole

World Ov.er

'1'HE
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THE TABULAR VIEW
Judged by modern standards, grandfather lived a comparatively simple and leisurely life.
He went his own way, blithely unconcerned about
nucleonics, frequency modulation, vitamins, or jetpropelled airplanes. Yet these terms, which now have
been injected into everyday language, bespeak the impact on our daily lives which science and engineering
have brought about, particularly in the past half century. The ease and readiness with which new technical
terms find their way into the general language, and the
new concepts they bring along with them, are examined
by PAULCOllEN, '35, (page 429). In addition to his
vocation as mechanical engineer for the Sperry Gyroscope Company, Mr. Cohen wields an able pen, and
rounds out a decade as one of The Review's editorial
associates.

Glossology. -

Th is g e n e r a lvp u r p o s e
machine
has many new
refinements. in design and
construction
that increase
its efficiency and wearabiliry over the previous model.
It is more flexible,
more
versatile than ever for toolroom grinding. of small-tomedium sized work.

BROWN
r-- __

New features
include:
improved spindledrive,autornaric lubrication,
motor
driven headstock, 6 rates of
table speeds, 4 changes of
work speeds, built· in electrical controls.
For complete details write Brown &
Sharpe
Mfg. Co., Providence 1, R. I., U. S. A.

s SHARPE

The Story of
Wartime

~

M.I.T.'s

Contributio~

M.I.T.

IN WORLD

WAR II

By JOHN BURCHARD.
Chairman of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press.
Foreword by KARL T. COMPTON, President.
Epilogue by]. R. KILLIAN: Vice President.

. 'Pick out the thing which you most wish to accomplish, and then organize all of your powers and
activities to this end." (Dr. Compton, in the foreword.) Q.E.D. tells how M.LT. marshalled her
forces to carry out this policy in wartime.
Q.E.D. starts with a summary of the Institute's
status in 1939. From this follows an account of staff
members"work with national agencies and a full history of research and development at M.LT. during
the war. An epilogue "The Institute Redeploys for
Peace" brings the story up to the present.
May 1948

354 pages

$3.50

JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc.
440 Fourth Avenue,

- Atoms have been chipped and even
split, but the forces holding the nucleus together are still
one of nature's best kept secrets. "Artificial Cosmic
Radiation" by IVANA. GETTING,'33, (page 435) tells
what may be expected from recent research in atom
smashing and gives a good account of the operation of
cyclical accelerators for sp.eedingup elementary particles. After his graduation from M.I.T. in 1933, Dr.
Getting was Rhodes Scholar at Oxford University from
which he received his doctorate of philosophy in 1935.
He returned to M.I.T. in 1945 as associate professor of
electrical engineering, after heading a division of the Radiation Laboratory and became a full professor in 1947.

Accelerators.

I
Q.E.D.:
I

In times such as the present, we need very
much less of the common man and infinitely more of the
uncommon man. Yet so much has been said and written
in support of the former, that it is refreshing to come
upon a spokesman who reveres and would give greater
opportunity for the development of those of talent.
Such a spokesman is H. B. PHILLIPS,Professor of Mathematics, Emeritus, whose article "What Is Democracy?"
(page 433) emphasizes self-disciplined,individual liberty
as the basis of a true democracy. After graduation from
Erskine College in 1900, Professor Phillips received his
degree of doctor of philosophy from Johns Hopkins in
1905. He was a member of the Department of Mathematics from 1907until 1947, and its head for 12 years. •

Revered. -

New York 16, N. Y.

The Review runs a bit out of character this
month to bring to its readers a novel crossword puzzle
(page 444) designed by JOHNM. KECK,'23. Not only
is this pastime devised by an alumnus of Technology,
but the diagram itself contains many terms well known
to M.I.T. students. Its design contains several significant symbols which all engineers will recognize.

Puzzle. -

Believing that all work (for which it is well
known) and no play makes Jack a dull boy, the Institute
inaugurated a student Hobby Shop iii 1937. Now revitalized after World War II, the important part which
this activity plays in student activities is recounted
(page 441) by ISAAYSTEMPJI\TJTZKY,
6-4.1),who is completing his studies for a doctorate in mathematics. Mr.
Stempnitzky has been foreman .of Hobby Shop.

Hobby. -
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TO ENGINEERS!

Want to know more about high speed steels?
Here is a booklet that Can add to your store of
information. It is packed full of facts about molybdenum, high speed steels. It gives the history of
these steels, applications, economic advantages,
and figures on actual cutting performance.
MOlYBDIC
C:lIMAX

OXIDE-BRIQUETTED
FURNISHES

AUTHORITATIVE

OR

C-ANNED.
ENGINEERING

You'llalso find information on the forging, annealing, and heat treatment of these modern steels.
This booklet is not a textbook, but a brief
resume of molybdenum high speed steels which
we believe ypu will find useful. For a free copy
of this informative booklet, write today.
FERROMOLYBDENUM
DATA

ON

•

"CALCIUM

MOLYBDENUM

MOLYBDATE"
APPLICATIONS.
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MAIL RETURNS
ApprObation
F. P.lliNKERSON:
It was with great interest that we read the article "Roll out the
Barrel" in the Trend of Affairs section of the April, 1948, issue of The
Review. It was most excellent.
We would indeed like your permission to republish this, giving due
credit to The Review and to the author.
Editor, The Wooden Barrel
St. Louis 2, Mo.
FROM

mJ;;~.ml
--

~.-...~

...........................................................................................................................

Dial Test Indicator No. 665

Heavy Duty Dial Test Indicator

A sturdy combination for inspectors, machinists and toolmakers. Attachments providing for infinite adjustment
include horizontal and right
angle arm, tool post holder,
keyway and guide stops. Choice
of dial indicators.

For severe applications around
machinery or for continuous use
in general tool work, No. 645
has a special, spiral-type
mechanism of unusually rugged
construction.

No. 645

luy

Dial reads o-5()--{) and can
also be supplied with 0-1 00
dial.
Wo,ld'. G,eate"

TII'oug" You, DI,'rlburor

THE L S. STARRETT CO••

Too/maleer.

ATHOL • MASSACHUSETTS • U. S. A.

STARRETT
PRECISION

TOOLS.

HACKSAWS.

DIAL INDICATORS.
BAND SAWS

STEel

TAPES.

GROUND

FOR CUTTING METAL, WOOD,

fLAT STOCK

PLASTICS

And Disapprobation
D. PERRY, '00:
Reference is made to the article "Roll out the Barrel" which appeared on page 810 of the April, 1948, Review.
.
While it is true that some of the present-day barrels are made by the
age-old traditional process, especially the cheaper types for oils, paints,
and all slack cooperage, that is only part of the story.
Plywood, or laminated beer barrels were developed some 10 years ago,
in which I had some considerable part, and much better service can be
obtained than in the older types. The staves are twice as wide, reducing
leakage potentialities by one half; the frequent rupture of the wood on
the bilge, where bent, has been eliminated entirely; and there is adequate in the strength of the bung stave. Oak is used for the inner and
outer layers of the seven-ply stave. with cheaper woods for the central
layers. This plywood construction has done much to conserve the supply of prime white oak, which is so much prized for barrel manufacture.
Plywood bourbon barrels are in the course of development under
Arthur D. Smith, Jr., '28, and have passed excellent strength tests.
Their ability to properly age spiritous liquors is under test, so far
favorable, but not to be completed for a couple of years more.
It is to he regretted that the editorial staff of The Review missed this
important phase in barrel development that has been presented before
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and published in many
trade journals. It is not my desire to increase the thorniness of the
editor's bed, but the cooperage industry deserves credit for its alert
development along modern and efficient lines. You have inadvertently
made this industry appear to be unaware of modern progress, which is
quite undeserved.
MIXJ'Tcstown, N. J.
FROM THOMAS

On Conservation
N. WATERMA.N, '24:
I think the articles on conservation by Dr. Ira N. Gabrielson which
appeared in the January and February, 1948. issues of The Review were
most worthwhile and interesting. The Review continues to be excellent.
New York 21, N. Y.
FROM MABSHALL

Speed with
Economy

E. d. Laboratories

Bull " ~

BATH IRON WORKS CORP.
d~cwl~
BATH, MAINE. U.S.A.
HUll NO. 284

You may find the solution of your building
needs in the rehabilitation or alteration of an
existing structure. . . . We've wide experience in this type of work, as well as in new
construction.

W. J.' BARNEY
101 PARK

CORPORATION

AVENUE,

NEW YORK
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INDUSTRIAL

CONSTRUCTION

Alfred T. Gla .. ett, '20, Vic. P,.sidelll
BUILDERS OF PRIVATE. COMMERCIAL AND NAVAL VESSELS

